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Abstract: 

In this study remote control of miniature car equipped with an FPV(first-person view) camera that gives the 

driver the commotion of driving a vehicle in real-time. The driver is provided with a steering wheel, throttle 

and brake pedals and VR box equipped with a smartphone and a receiver. Feedback is provided by a 5.8G 

FPV camera mounted on our car and OTG receiver helps to display visuals on a smartphone. An RC toy car is 

Re-engineered and essential modifications are done in order to design our prototype. 
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Introduction 

With the Surge of advancements in Technology in less than half a century Prevailed so many gadgets to 

improve and entertain humans, one of them is the RC car which was first invented in mid-1966. It was 

fabricated by the Italian company El-Gi (Elettronica Giocattoli) from Reggio Emilia [1]. Since then, there are 

so many RC cars, drones, boats, and trucks available in the market for hobbyists and DIYers. There's even an 

international Organisation 

Review of Literature 

 

VR Technology 

The latest UI that is the virtual reality is not at all like the traditional ones, submerging an individual in a 

computerized three-dimensional condition, rather than viewing a presentation. PC created symbolism and 

substance target re-enacting a genuine nearness through faculties (hearing, sight, contact) [2].  

Simulation in VR requires two principle segments: a wellspring substance and client gadget. Programming 

and equipment, as it were. As of now such frameworks incorporate treadmills, headsets, goggles, uncommon 

gloves. Instruments of virtual reality ought to give sensible, characteristic, top notch pictures and cooperation 

prospects. For this, gadgets depend on estimations like: 

 image resolution 

 audio/video synchronization 
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 motion delay 

 field of view 

 refresh rate 

Principle challenge regarding virtual reality with respect to working is how to fool the human mind by 

creating an image to portray the depiction as genuine as possible. It might sound simple but it is far from it, 

and with this in mind it is the thing that despite everything keeps augmented reality encounters away for being 

agreeable. Let’s take this for instance, the human eye does have a peripheral vision and it also does not work 

as video frame 

However, the enthusiast of virtual reality is sure that they would defeat problems like these at some point or 

another by crusading for the idea and gathering interests in millions. The VR experience of360-degree 

recordings and imaging with VR applications are as of now accessible. There's an adequate selection of 

headsets also.  

Working of VR 

As presented by Jonathan steuer the two fundamental parts of submersion is VR: profundity about the 

presented data and expansiveness of data also called as depth and breadth of the provided data. Profundity or 

depth regarding the available data alludes to the sum and nature of information in the form of signals that the 

client gets while connecting in a virtual situation. To client this could allude, the nature of the simulated 

environment, to a resolution of the display, the quality of the audio and many more [3]. According to him , he 

characterizes breath or the expansion of data as the quantity of tangible measurements at the same time 

introduced. A domain of virtual reality has a wide expansiveness of data in the event that it animates every 

one of your faculties. Many such condition encounters organize visual and sound segments over other tangible 

variables that is the simulated variables, however a developing number of researchers and specialists are 

investigating approaches to join a clients' feeling of touch. As per Dr. Frederick Brooks who is a huge deal as 

of VR technology is concerned the display should run at 20-30 frame rate per second to produce a believable 

client experience [4]. 

Applications of VR 

It can be used for many purposes like 

 To provide occupational safety and health in a workplace can be simulated by Virtual Reality.  

 It can also be used in educational and training purposes. 
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 To provide the user an environment specifically a virtual environment to develop their talents and 

skills with not having to worry about the real-life dangers or consequences. 

 It is also used in entertainment industry to show movies, videos and also to play games. 

 It can be used to promote tourism and travel for remote places to experience what the view would be 

like and will it pay of to travel. 
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